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STRAND EFFECTS 
LIGHTING 

EFFECT ATTACHMENTS 

F.21 

It is not possible to list all the many effects that are available but 
the principal ones will be found below. Quotations for painting 
of special discs or the design of special apparatus will be furnished 
on receipt of requirements. Alterations to standard designs or 
construction of new effects to the customers ' ideas can be carried 
out and demonstrated under working conditions. 

Effects are supplied with a variable speed electric motor drive. 

The effects are mounted in circular aluminium cases 19f in . 
diameter (approx. weight, 9 lbs.), or rectangular wooden boxes, 
17f in. x 19f in. (approx. weight, 9f lbs.). The latter are marked* · 

Cloud Effect with Wide Angle Lens 

In either case they are fitted with a turntable enabling the 
projected effect to run in any desired direction. The front of the 
cases carry runners to take mask, tinting gelatine if required, and 
·objective lens (not included on prices below). 

F.134-Fleecy Clouds (white) 
F.135-Storm Clouds (dark) .. 
F.136- Rain 
F.137-Snow . . 
F.138-Waterfall 
F.139-Running Water 
F.140-Smoke .. 
F.141-Flames . . 

*F.143-Rough Sea Wave 
*F. 144-Water Ripple 

F.147-Dissolving Colours 

PRICES (Effects only) 

F. 148-Forked Lightning Effect (hand operated) (with two interchangeable copper slides) 
F.342-Ripple Effect, self-contained and requiring no projection lantern or objectives. 

For close range work behind ground rows only. Uses 1000 w . Horizon type lamp 

Accessories 
F. I SO-Turntable Front and Slide Carrier (weight, Sf lbs.) 
F.343-Adjustable metal mask for limiting beam shape to proscenium, etc . 

SHORT FOCUS OBJECTIVE LENS ASSEMBLIES 
Consisting of aluminium cast case with sliding brass lens jacket, fitted with 
securing thumbscrew, best-quality 3f in. diam . British lenses, and backplate 
to fit standard · effect attachment runner. 

PRICES 

£ s. d. 
each 

F.151-2f-in . focus, extra wide angle, 14 ft . 0 in. square (3k in. x 3k in. slide) at 10 ft. 
F.152-3-in . focus , wide angle , 10 ft . 0 in. 

6 10 0 each 
6 10 0 .. 

F.153-4-in . focus, narrow angle, 6 ft . 6 in. 6 10 0 
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Weights : F.151 3klbs. ; F.152 3klbs. ; F.153 3klbs . ( continued overleaf) 

HEAD OFFICE AND SHOWROOMS 
29, KING STREET, LONDON, W.C .2 
SALES AND GOODS - 24, FLORAL ST., W.C.2 

TEMPLE BAR #4-4 GRAMS: SPOTLITE RAND LONDON 

BRANCHES 
313, OLDHAM ROAD, MANCHESTER 10 

COLL YHURST 2736 

62, DAWSON ST., DUBLIN · DUB H030 

Goods are only offered subject to our Terms of Business. 




